
Interactive comment on “A neural network approach to estimate a posteriori distributions of Bayesian retrieval
problems” by Simon Pfreundschuh et al.

1 General comments

Referee comment:

1) While I think that examining bias histograms of retrieval variables is a useful way of evaluating retrieval quality, it would5
be useful to provide readers a picture of the behavior of the original histograms. To that end, I think that, in addition to figure
8, a 1-D histogram (pressure on the vertical axis) of predicted cloud top pressures should be shown (including each of the 3
approaches).

Author response:

The following figure has been added to the manuscript:10
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(a) Low clouds
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(b) Medium clouds
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(c) High clouds
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Figure 1. Distributions of predicted CTP values (CTPpred) for high clouds in panel (a), medium clouds in panel (b), low clouds in panel (c)
and the complete test set in panel (d).
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Furthermore, the accompanying discussion of the single value retrieval results has been extended and now reads:

Most data analysis will likely require a single predicted value for the cloud top pressure. To derive a point value from the
QRNN prediction, the median of the estimated a posteriori distribution is used.
The distributions of the resulting median pressure values on the testing during development data set are displayed in Figure 8
together with the retrieved pressure values from the NN-CTTH algorithm. The distributions are displayed separately for low,5
medium and high clouds (as classified by the CALIOP feature classification flag) as well as the complete data set. From these
results it can be seen that the values predicted by the QRNN have stronger peaks low in the atmosphere for low clouds and
high in the atmosphere for high clouds. For medium clouds the peak is more spread out and has heavier tails low and high in
the atmosphere than the values retrieved by the NN-CTTH algorithm.
Figure 9 displays the error distributions of the predicted CTP values on the testing during development data set, again sep-10
arated by cloud type as well as the complete data set. Both the simple QRNN and the ensemble of QRNNs perform slightly
better than the NN-CTTH algorithm for low and high clouds. For medium clouds, no significant difference in the performance
of the methods can be observed. The ensemble of QRNNs seems to slightly improve upon the prediction accuracy of a single
QRNN but the difference is likely negligible. Compared to the QRNN results the CTP predicted by NN-CTTH is biased low for
low clouds and biased high for high clouds.15
Even though both the QRNN and the NN-CTTH retrieval use the same input and training data, the predictions from both
retrievals differ considerably. Using the Bayesian framework, this can likely be explained by the fact that the two retrievals
estimate different statistics of the a posteriori distribution. The NN-CTTH algorithm has been trained using a squared error
loss function which will lead the algorithm to predict the mean of the a posteriori distribution. The QRNN retrieval, on the
other hand, predicts the median of the a posteriori distribution. Since the median minimizes the expected absolute error, it is20
expected that the CTP values predicted by the QRNN yield overall smaller errors.

Referee comment:

2) I understand the usage of the CDF’s in figure 3 to demonstrate the statistical value of the retrievals, but again, I think you
need to directly show at least an example of a 1-D histogram of the retrieved variable. It gives readers a more direct sense of
the variable being retrieved and provides context.25

Author response:

The following figure and accompanying text have been added to the manuscript:
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(a) KSBMCI, 0.1 = 0.02
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(b) KSBMCI, 0.5 = 0.05
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(c) KSBMCI, 0.9 = 0.10
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(d) KSBMCI, 0.99 = 0.33
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(e) KSQRNN, 0.1 = 0.02
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(f) KSQRNN, 0.5 = 0.04
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(g) KSQRNN, 0.9 = 0.07
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(h) KSQRNN, 0.99 = 0.11

Figure 2. Retrieved a posteriori PDFs corresponding to the CDFs displayed in Figure ?? obtained using MCMC (gray), BMCI (blue), a
single QRNN (red line) and an ensemble of QRNNs (red marker).
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Another way of displaying the estimated a posteriori distribution is by means of its probability density function (PDF), which
is defined as the derivative of its CDF. From the QRNN output, the PDF is approximated by simply deriving the piece-wise
linear approximation to the CDF and setting the boundary values to zero. For BMCI the a posteriori PDF can be approximated
a histogram of the CWV values in the database weighted by with the corresponding weights wi(y). The PDFs for the cases
corresponding to the CDFs show in Figure 3 are shown in Figure 4.5

2 Specific comments

Referee comment:

1. Page 2, Line 31: Abbreviations of MAP and 1DVAR are undefined.

Author response:

The abbreviation MAP has been removed since it neither commonly used nor and accurate designation of the method. The10
following explanation of the name 1DVAR has been added:

(also 1DVAR, for one-dimensional variational retrieval)

Referee comment:

2. Page 4, Line 15: The sentence at the beginning of section 2.2 would almost be better suited as a conclusory sentence at the
end of section 2.1. As a matter of formatting, I think it’s best to avoid a section being a single sentence long.15

Author response:

The sentence at the beginning of the paragraph was meant as an introduction to the subsection on Bayesian methods. In the
hope that this aids both the formatting as well as the readability this introductory part has been changed to:

Bayesian retrieval methods are methods that use the expression for the a posteriori distribution in Eq. (1) to compute a solution
to the retrieval problem. Since the a posteriori distribution can generally not be computed or sampled directly, these methods20
approximate the posterior distribution to varying degrees of accuracy.

Referee comment:

3. Page 9, Line 5: Can you provide an explanation for this restriction of latitudes in the dataset?

Author response:

We restricted the dataset to the mid-latitudes regime in the hope that this would make the temperature and water vapor profiles25
more simple to represent using multivariate (Log-)Gaussian distributions. However, since this choice was rather arbitrary and
not considered essential for the following analysis, we decided to not explicitly state this in the manuscript.

Referee comment:

4. Page 10, Line 8: The formatting of this citation for Typhon seems like it might be incomplete or incorrect for the type of
source being cited.30
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Author response:

The AMT guidelines for manuscript preparation do not contain guidelines on how to cite software. The reference format used
here seemed most plausible to us and is also the one recommended by the typhon developers. Nonetheless, if the referee has
suggestions to improve the citation format, we would be more than happy to consider them.

Referee comment:5

5. Page 10, Line 19: I don’t follow the statement, “not smaller than and larger than 100, respectively”. I read that as a logical
statement that can’t be possible because of the usage of “and.” Do you perhaps mean “or?”

Author response:

The statement is indeed unnecessarily complicated and probably logically incorrect. It has been rewritten and now reads:

The retrieval is accepted only if the scale reduction factor is smaller than 1.1 and the effective sample size larger than 100.10

Referee comment:

6. Page 10, Line 24: Missing word. Need to insert as into, ”It is also released as part of the typhon package.

Author response:

The missing word has been inserted.

Referee comment15

7. Page 15, Line 30: NN-CTTH is an undefined abbreviation. Because of the similarity to the abbreviation for cloud top height
(CTH) I almost didn’t notice that I didn’t understand the name of the algorithm until later in the paper.

Author response

We agree with the referee that the introduction of NN-CTTH as name of the retrieval algorithm was not very clear. The relevant
phrase has been reformulated and now reads:20

This experiment is based on the work by Håkansson et al. (2018) who developed the NN-CTTH algorithm, a neural network
based retrieval of cloud top pressure.

Referee comment

8. Page 17, Line 2: This feels like an incomplete sentence. Perhaps if you reorder it a bit it will make more sense. For example:
“The NN-CTTH algorithm and the QRNN are trained using the exact same data set. This training set consists ... ”25
9. Page 17, Line 7: I also recommend reorganizing this sentence: “In Håkansson et al. (2018) neural networks are trained using
different combinations of input features (e.g., [example from paper goes here]) in order to evaluate network performance with
different inputs.”
10. Page 17, Line 12-14: I don’t follow along with this paragraph. Is the “testing under development” dataset the same as the
AVHRR version? Could you clarify this para- graph some? Right now it seems that the confusion stems from the discussion30
of two different datasets within the space of only three sentences – making I difficult to clarify the difference between them. Is
the first sentence referring to the first paragraph?

Author response

In the hope of making it easier to read and understand, the subsection has been revised and now reads:
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The QRNN uses the same data for training as the reference NN-CTTH algorithm. The data set consists of MODIS Level 1B data
(MODIS Characterization Support Team, 2015a, b) collocated with cloud properties obtained from CALIOP (Winker et al.,
2009). The top layer pressure variable from the CALIOP data is used as retrieval target. The data was taken from all orbits
from 24 days (the 1st and 14th of every month) from the year 2010. In Håkansson et al. (2018) multiple neural networks are
trained using varying combinations of input features derived from different MODIS channels and ancillary NWP data in order5
to compare retrieval performance for different inputs. Of the different neural network configurations presented in Håkansson
et al. (2018), the version denoted by NN-AVHRR is used for comparison against the QRNN. This version uses only the 11µm
and 12µm channels from MODIS. In addition to single pixel input, the input features comprise structural information in the
form of various statistics computed on a 5× 5 neighborhood around center pixel. The ancillary numerical weather prediction
data provided to the network consists of surface pressure and temperature, temperatures at five pressure levels, as well as10
column integrated water vapor. These are also the input features that are used for the training of the QRNN. The training data
used for the QRNN are the training and during-training validation set from Håkansson et al. (2018). The comparison to the
NN-AVHRR version of the NN-CTTH algorithm uses the dataset for testing under development from Håkansson et al. (2018).

Referee comment

11. Page 17, Line 16-17: This sentence is a little confusing to read.15

Author response

In the hope of making the sentence less confusing it has been rewritten and now reads:
The training progress, based on which the learning rate is reduced or training aborted, is monitored using the during-training
validation dataset from Håkansson et al. (2018).

Referee comment20

12. Page 18, Line 6-7: Could you expand on how the performance for low and high clouds differs here? Because you’re
discussing in terms of low and high clouds and cloud top pressure it’s useful to highlight that a negative CTPpred-CTPref
means that the cloud is higher than the reference. Basically, for the NN-CTTH low clouds have a high-bias and high clouds
have a low-bias. It’s useful to say that explicitly.

Author response25

This has been addressed as part of the general comment 1.).

Referee comment

13. Page 23, Line 20: For the sake of clarity for a more general audience can you provide an example of a vector-valued
retrieval quantity.

Author response30

The sentence has been rewritten and now includes an example of a vector-valued retrieval quantity:

Another aspect of the application of QRNNs to remote sensing retrievals that remains to be investigated is how they can be
used to retrieve vector-valued retrieval quantities, such as concentration profiles of atmospheric gases or particles.
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